
Compliant trailer steps
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 

sets forth standards for all aspects of working conditions to 

ensure that all employees have a safe working environment. 

Upside’s Trailer Steps comply with the current OSHA guidelines 

while providing safe travel in and out of a semi trailer.

Always insist on aluminum
Our all-aluminum products will never rust which means they 

are a low-maintenance product and have a long life cycle.  

Aluminum should be your preferred material over steel, wood, 

and plastic.  More and more, aluminum is replacing plastic and 

steel components, as it is stronger and tougher than plastic 

and lighter than steel. 

Non-slip
Our steps use an aggressive open 
diamond serrated tread for maximum 
foot traction even in snowy conditions.

Optimal width
4’ wide to allow two-way traffic.

Strength-to-weight ratio
Lightweight yet high tensile strength.

Standard heights
The standard Upside Trailer Steps are 
40” high, so the last 8 inches step up 
into the 48” trailer.

The Upside Features
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Semi Truck
Stairs 
The perfect light-weight 
heavy-duty solution



Non-slip aggressive 
open diamond 
serrated tread 
Keeping your workers safe 
from slips and falls in any 
weather condition.

Aggressive tread
Heavy duty 3” open diamond serrated tread

Aggressive tread
Heavy duty 3” open diamond serrated tread

Optimal width
4’ wide to allow two-way traffic

Safe design
Step rails on both sides of the step for 
increased stability
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Optimal strength-to-weight ratio
Lightweight yet high tensile strength

Relocatable
Only weighs 72-86 lbs. so that it can be lifted 
into the trailer

Optional casters
Optional Casters to help easily move the semi 
trailer steps around your job site
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Semi Trailer  OSHA Steps

Single top step Double top step 48” x 57” platform


